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Bluebeam Subscription Upgrade

     Learn how to self-upgrade to   
     Bluebeam Revu 21

     Watch Video or Read, Online

Our Blog and YouTube

     Watch our top YouTube videos

     Explore Brighter Graphics' Blog &
     Bluebeam Training Courses

Resource Centre

     Learn how to get started with 
     Bluebeam Cloud

     Last chance to buy Perpetual

Greetings Bluebeam Community,

Welcome to the September edition of our BluebeamMeUp! newsletter series. In this installment, we're excited to bring you essential
insights into current industry trends and upcoming deadlines that can give you a decisive competitive edge in your digital AEC journey.

Inside this newsletter, you'll find:

       Bluebeam Subscription Upgrade Guide - Discover how to seamlessly upgrade to Bluebeam V21 Complete edition at no extra cost.
       Stay efficient and enhance your Bluebeam experience with subscription upgrade.

       YouTube Videos - Dive into our latest YouTube videos from the past month. Explore the various functionalities of Revu 21 and 
       boost your productivity.

       Bluebeam Baseline Training Courses - Join our live Baseline Training Courses led by Troy Degroot, commencing on September 21,
       2023. Learn how to secure an early bird discount by registering for your preferred batch.

       Brighter Graphics Blog - Stay informed about the latest developments in the Bluebeam world. Discover how these advancements 
       can elevate your digital construction journey.

       Resource Centre - Unleash your productivity potential with the web and mobile versions of Bluebeam. Read our comprehensive 
       how-to guides on leveraging Bluebeam Cloud. 

       Last Chance to Buy Perpetual - Act swiftly! The opportunity to purchase Bluebeam Revu perpetual licences will cease after Sep 30
       as we approach the End of Sales (EOL) for perpetual products.

Your journey with Bluebeam is important to us, and we're here to ensure you're well-equipped for success. Happy reading, and stay
ahead of the curve!

https://www.brightergraphics.com/bluebeam-me-up-newsletter-series
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View Guide

BLUEBEAM
SUBSCRIPTION UPGRADE GUIDE

LEARN HOW TO UPGRADE
YOUR PERPETUAL LICENCE
TO REVU 21 SUBSCRIPTION

BLUEBEAM

BLUEBEAMBLUEBEAM

With the debut of Revu 21 , Bluebeam has shifted to a
subscription model and replaced previous versions.

To continue with the Bluebeam updates and support
with active maintenance, it is mandatory to upgrade to
the Bluebeam Revu 21  subscription before Sep 30th,
2023.

You can convert your perpetual licences  (with
Active Maintenance ) to a Bluebeam Complete
subscription without paying for any subscription or
licence cost.

Read/Watch our detailed guide to walk through the
step-by-step process of Bluebeam subscription
upgrade by converting and upgrading your existing
perpetual licences to the latest version of Bluebeam -
V21. 

*Perpetual Licence users without Active Maintenance
must purchase a Revu 21 by paying a complete
annual subscription for Bluebeam Basics, Core, or
Complete.

*The self-upgrade process is not for Bluebeam Open
Licence (OL) users. If you use OL with an older
version of Revu, connect with Brighter Graphics  for
the Bluebeam subscription upgrade.

https://www.brightergraphics.com/bluebeam-subscription-upgrade-guide
https://www.brightergraphics.com/
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Brighter Graphics

Check out the top videos from
our YouTube Channel below and
scale your Bluebeam workflows.

How to use the Erase Content tool in Bluebeam Revu

How to Add a Watermark to your PDFs in Revu 21

How to use the Eraser tool in Bluebeam Revu

DIGITISING
CONSTRUCTION
Brighter Graphics Blog

A recent publication by Statista reveals that the construction  
industry contributes over 6% of the global GDP. By 2030, it is 

projected to double compared to 2020 and reach $14.4 trillion.
Explore some important case-studies and trends that shows
how digital technology in construction can improved the ROI.

     
 We are offering Bluebeam  Baseline  Training  Courses -  Live sessions
 conducted by Troy Degroot. Click the buttons below to get Enrol in your
 preferred batch of 2-hour baseline training for Bluebeam Revu 21.

21ST SEP 2023 26TH OCT 2023 30TH NOV 2023

  Bluebeam Me Up Live 
rses

w to

Our team member, Shahzaib is now a Bluebeam Certified Professional
Explore what it means for you

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER

https://www.youtube.com/@bluebeammeup
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVHsKtHhDtM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVHsKtHhDtM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPd5TTAtdow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPd5TTAtdow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nIFKbB6_eI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nIFKbB6_eI
https://blog.brightergraphics.com/en-gb/digitising-construction/shahzaib-bluebeam-certified-professional
https://blog.brightergraphics.com/en-gb/digitising-construction/digital-technology-in-construction-for-an-improved-roi
https://blog.brightergraphics.com/en-gb/digitising-construction/digital-technology-in-construction-for-an-improved-roi
https://www.brightergraphics.com/bluebeam-revu-training-courses
https://blog.brightergraphics.com/en-gb/digitising-construction
https://store.brightergraphics.com/products/baseline-training-21st-september-2023
https://store.brightergraphics.com/products/baseline-training-26th-october-2023
https://store.brightergraphics.com/products/baseline-training-30th-november-2023
https://blog.brightergraphics.com/en-gb/digitising-construction/shahzaib-bluebeam-certified-professional
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Last Chance to Buy Perpetual Licence Before Sep 30th, 2023
The End of Sale  for Bluebeam perpetual licences
is a significant change for the company. However
we believe that subscription plans offer a more
flexible and affordable way for users to access
Revu.

If you are currently using a perpetual licence for
Bluebeam Revu, you should contact Brighter
Graphics  support to learn more about how to
switch to a subscription plan. Read our Bluebeam
Subscription FAQs  for more information.

Brighter Graphics Resource Centre

Read our detailed How-to
guides to get started with
Bluebeam Cloud - The web
version of Revu for quick
collaboration on web, iOS,
or Android, anywhere and
anytime.

How to Add Drawings in
Bluebeam Cloud

How to Collaborate on
Projects in Bluebeam
Cloud

How to Apply Markups in
Bluebeam Cloud

How to Edit Markups in
Bluebeam Cloud

Get Started with
Bluebeam Cloud

Bluebeam announced that it will end the sale of
perpetual licences for its Revu software on
September  30, 2023. This means that after this
date, the only way to purchase Revu will be
through a subscription plan. 

Customers with an existing active perpetual
maintenance have a last opportunity to top up their
existing perpetual licences up until this date so act
now if you are thinking of adding more seats in the
near future then now is the time to act.

https://www.brightergraphics.com/guides/how-to-use-the-tool-chest-in-bluebeam-revu-21
https://www.brightergraphics.com/guides/how-to-use-the-tool-chest-in-bluebeam-revu-21
http://support@brightergraphics.com
https://www.brightergraphics.com/features/bluebeam-subscription-faqs
https://www.brightergraphics.com/features/bluebeam-subscription-faqs
https://www.brightergraphics.com/contact
https://www.brightergraphics.com/contact
https://www.brightergraphics.com/guides/how-to-collaborate-on-projects-in-bluebeam-cloud
https://www.brightergraphics.com/guides/introduction-to-bluebeam-cloud
https://www.brightergraphics.com/guides/how-to-apply-markups-in-bluebeam-cloud
https://www.brightergraphics.com/guides/how-to-edit-markups-in-bluebeam-cloud
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OUR LEGACY
Digitising Construction since 2003, Brighter Graphics takes pride in being the pioneer and largest Bluebeam 
reseller in the UK. With our dedicated commitment to unmatched customer service and support, we have earned 
the status of a Bluebeam Platinum Partner. We are thrilled to announce that we have expanded our reach and 
are the largest Bluebeam reseller in Europe.

 

 
We love Bluebeam and want you to use the software to its full potential. Whether its licensing, training,
support or just a quick call to see whats happening out there in the world of Bluebeam, the team
at Brighter Graphics and I would be happy to speak to you.

Here are some specific ways you can help us improve our newsletter:

- Tell us what you like and don't like. What topics do you find most interesting? What kind of content 
  would you like to see more of?
- Share your feedback on the design and layout of the newsletter. Is it easy to read? Are the images clear
  and engaging?
- Suggest new features or improvements. Do you have any ideas for how we can make the newsletter   
  even better?

Here are some additional benefits of staying connected with us:

- You'll be the first to know about new features and products from Bluebeam.
- You'll get exclusive access to discounts and promotions.
- You'll be able to connect with other Bluebeam users and share ideas.
 
So what are you waiting for? Stay connected today!

As you can see we have been working on a lot of things recently so we’d love you to stay connected with
us as we bring you more valuable and insightful content directly to your inbox.

 

 

We also value your opinions! We genuinely want to hear your thoughts and comments as we move
forward. We do this to be the best Bluebeam partner in the world and without your help and continued
support over the years we wouldn’t have got to the position we are in so continue to give us feedback
that helps us improve our service.

https://www.brightergraphics.com/
https://www.pdfadvies.nl/
https://www.instagram.com/brightergraphics2002/
https://www.facebook.com/BrighterGraphics
https://www.linkedin.com/company/3266596/
https://www.youtube.com/@bluebeammeup
https://www.brightergraphics.com/

